
Pain

 Sleep issues due to anxiety and stress

 Inappropriate emotional failures

 Disappointments and Failure 

 Afraid of being alone

Gain

 Better manage and sense of control over my own life

 Happiness and satisfaction

 Emotional Maturity 

 Sense of validation

Rotate your phone for a better experience/view

Tconsulta
The digital platform dedicated to the mental wellbeing 

of employees, providing online psychological video 

consultations.

The opportunity

Improve the  of the user and reduce 
the presence of stress.

mental well being

Design Research

Design process to ensure that decisions were supported 
through user research and feedback

User Insights are one-to-one conversations about a 
specific topic or issue

01 Provide a safe space where their identity and personal information as secure and protected

02 Easy access to therapy

03 Help to get information related to mental health

04 Prefer online therapy and chat session instead of offline

05 Provide webinar or workshops improves mental health awareness

Problem SolutionResearch Insight Ideation Prototype

TestIdeate DesignEmpathize Define

Why this project?

Connecting users online

for consultation

Helping users to go 

stress - free

Competitors

Connecting users online

for consultation

Helping users to go 

stress - free

Business Worries

Gaining trust among

users

Collabration with

companies

Business Goals

Online consultation for

employees

Resource material 
for stress free user

Target Audience

People with mental 
stress

People having 
corporate stress

How to be unique

Connecting users online

with pyschologists

Articles and blogs on 
stress free environment.

The behavioral and emotional tendencies of the users 
were captured through an empathy map

User personas were created to empathize with the end 
users

Cristina Paschina
Frustations

Goals & Needs

Motivation

Age : 22

Single

Customer Care Specialist

Italy, Europe

Marital Status :

Job :

Location :

Smartphone 70% Desktop 30%

#workaholic #extrovert

"I am a Customer Care Specialist with 4 years of

experience working remotely for a cosmetic 
brand. I have a hectic work schedule, in my free 
time I like to post reels on Instagram, listen to 
music. As my work load is more on the 
weekends especially, I like to meditate to 
destress myself but I am looking for a source so 
that I can practice guided meditation or

mindfulness."

# techwork  Therapy apps are very expensive

 Doesn't have time to rectify my anxiety

 To handle anxiety and stress through self care
 Want to handle work stress better

 Be more productive at work

 Maintain healthy body and mind
 Take time for herself

 Tired of looking at multiple platforms for

      solutions

 Don't feel comfortable sharing about my mental

      health state

 To make mental health services accessible for 
the people who are unable to get it

Think & Feel Say & Do

Should I leave my job, 

will it make me feel better.

I try to complete

my work on time

Difficult to track of 
time while scrolling

Finding distractions

intead of dealing


my emotions

I try to ignore how I

feel sometimes

I panic a lot due to

anxiety

I'm always 
stressed

People will judge me on 
basis of my performance

Privacy is important, It's 
my concern

What if people call

me mad?

Should I ask for help

to Identify my concerns?

I should control my

emotions

Hear

Chill, it's not only

you. Keep it simple

I also feel the same

way, it's worse

People who visit a

therapist are crazy

Motivational essay

and speech

People with mental

health issues are


unpredictable

Talks bad about

people going


through MH issues

See

Mental Health

improvement tips

People with MH

issues are judged

MH is a new

normal

Worried family and

friends

No shame in

consulting therapist

MH is stigmatised

We created  to build the 
content structure and facilitate seamless navigation

an information architecture

Quantitative research was conducted to assess data and 
generalize findings to a larger population

01 Mode of therapy?

Offline

Online

04 Used mental health platform?

80% Yes

20% No

03 Browse Articles/ Blogs?

02 Had  a therapy?

Recently

It’s been a while

N/A

50% Yes

25% No

25% Maybe

What are users feeling currently?

To make a useful product in mental health management, I first needed to understand how people manage their mental well-being at the 

moment. So I started my interview by asking people questions such as 'How do you lift your mood?'and 'How do you manage your health?'. I 

then dug into emotional awareness and management and also asked about their journaling and reflection habit.

Qualitative research 
.

was conducted to understand 
why and how decisions were taken

01 Users lack time and motivation and are swamped in work

02 Due to the work from home scenario it is difficult to maintain work life balance

03 Maintaining/building habit is difficult as there is no motivation

04 Social distancing and isolation is causing overthinking and raising anxiety levels

05 Troubled sleep due to high stress and anxiety

06 Zoom fatigue is resulting in burnouts

07 Low productivity and lack of life satisfaction is causing high functioning anxiety and depression

"It is hard to find trustworthy

content for mental health

topics"

"I really want to take care of

my mental health and

wellbeing"

"I don't want to feel forced 
to do something everyday"

Wireframes

Wireframes were created to obtain a general idea of the 
complete user flow
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The introduces the users to a 
vast variety of options offered

landing page

The page is made intuitive to bring out an immersive experience where the users can know 

everything about the product. This builds trust and credibility. 

This section is for users that will help them


to follow the process in steps one by one.

Ui Screens

Overview

The goal is to overcome once and for all the taboo 

linked to mental health by transforming the current 

global challenge into an opportunity to bring people's 

mental wellbeing at the forefront of our agendas, starting 

from our workplace.

The benefit page introduces the users to 
avail all the benefits offered
The page is related to company benefits that offers benefit such as increasing productivity, mental 

awareness, lead the change and maintain company’s retention.

This section is for users that will help them


to look the benefits they have and how


they can avail that.

This section helps to know the 


standard plans and other plans for 


the product.

The pricing page introduces the plans for 
the users 
The page explains investing in the wellbeing of your employees is a long-term investment  and it is 

not so expensive.

The introduces the cumulative 
data for doctors

doctor portal 

Doctors can view their patient lists, cases, requests, blogs, libraries, and videos on the 


doctor portal.

Get ideas

Users can choose from a variety of services provided by 

vendors registered on the platform. Once they pick a 

service they’d want, they can also connect with vendors.

The introduces the users 
book online consultation

patient portal 

Patients can access their test results, schedule tests, and check their consultation 


history all online.

Find Doctors
On the basis of your answers, doctors suggest, 

now you can consult.

Consultations
You can book your consultations here and can 


see the consultation history.

Dashboard
Users can take test, see statistics of the test, maintain


well bieng with pyschologists and can see the 

consultations history

The has the list of the 
companies, users, cases to name a few

super admin portal 

The portal serves as the primary super admin portal for all user and company data, patient case 

records, resources, blogs, and team members.

We are creative hooomans who are obsessed with crafting 
seamless digital experiences that affect the lives of our users 
whilst sipping a lotttt of coffee!

Contact Us

Follow us on

Plot Number 115, Sector 44, Gurugram, Haryana 122002

hi@griddesign.in 011 4118 3101 griddesign.in

Contact Us

Follow us on

Plot Number 115, Sector 44, Gurugram, Haryana 122002

hi@squareboat.com 011 411 70317 squareboat.com

We at Squareboat build beautiful, scalable and feature-rich 
web and mobile applications that solve real customer 
problems.

Book Consultation
Users can book a consultation by taking 


Questionnaire of their health.

Scroll for video

Patient’s lists can be seen with their details such


as test’s graph.

Useful and necessary videos and blogs resources 

are available.

We conducted one-on-one  
about a specific topic or issue

 interviews with stakeholders 

Work we did Tools we used 

Adobe Xdresponsive 
Website

FigmaAdobe 
illustrator

BRANDINGAdmin panel


